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In very few minutes you can have a new and trendy hairstyle just by applying clip in extensions in
place of using hair pieces and hair wigs. It will help you not only to change your look but also to
build up your confidence and also gives you fine result. The procedure of applying these extensions
is not very tough and you can apply it easily.

The best part of these extensions is the slip clip that accurately matches with the color of your hairs,
hair pieces and hair wigs. Another best part of these extensions is its visibility. It is hardly visible to
others because it is made with complete perfection, grace and naturally that no one can guess that
whether your hairs are artificial or natural. Here we can also appreciate our science that had
introduced a very useful and an awesome product.

Here you will get to know some catchy and useful tips to apply Clip in extensions on your hairs or on
your hair pieces or on your wigs.

Steps to Apply Clip in Extensions

-	First of all wash your hairs thoroughly and conditioned it properly to make them smooth and silky.

-	Fix the hair extensions on both the sides and at the back of the hair wigs or original hair or hair
pieces.

-	Before closing the ends of the clips add little spray on it in order to make them healthy and to add
strength to them.

The above mentioned procedure is so simple that anyone can use these extension clips without any
hassle and trouble. It is an easy process which will hardly take your few minutes to apply. These
extensions are used mainly at the time of some events, occasion etc.

Clip in extensions â€“ Secret of celebrities

Clip in extensions is the big secret for last many years that is continuously adding beauty and grace
to their looks. Many models give their clicks for the advertisement of hairs only because of these
Remy hair extensions as they give natural look to the hairs and it is not easily visible to the human
eye.

For an instance, when we watch a movie we notice that at the time of shooting the hairstyle of the
actresses is different but offstage they have different hairstyle and different length as compared to
that in movie and when they go for the shoot again we find the same hairstyle as before. This all is
possible only because of the extensions.
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extensions for the beautiful look.
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